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Abstract

In this report we study some di�erent aspects of schemes for iterative iden�

ti�cation and control design� By formulating the control objective as a criterion

minimization task the problem of �nding a model well suited for control appears

to be closely related to a prediction error minimization problem in system identi�

�cation� We discuss two ways of matching the control and identi�cation criteria

and evaluate their properties in simulations�

�



� Introduction

The model is a fundamental concept in many engineering disciplines� Whenever a
model is used one has to keep in mind that it only gives a simpli�ed description of the
real system� This is particularly important in control design� since the stability of the
actual closed loop control system depends on the quality of the model used for control
design� It is therefore natural to have the future use in mind during the modeling
procedure� This fact has led to a big interest in the interplay between models obtained
by system identi�cation and control design� and the creation of a number of schemes
for system identi�cation aiming for control design� See ��� for a survey�

One important issue in the iterative schemes is how the model quality can be a�ected
in system identi�cation such that the control system performance is optimized� Since
the schemes typically involves system identi�cation carried out using closed loop data
there is consequently also a strong relationship between the actual controller and the
data that are generated in the control loop� The pre�lters proposed in e�g� ��� and
�	� have big similarities� however derived for di�erent model structure� The aim of the
paper is to evaluate the di�erent pre�ltering strategies in some simulation experiments�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � presents an introductory discussion on
model based control design� while Section 	 contains some background facts in system
identi�cation� In Sections 
 � � we then review some di�erent approaches to the problem
of matching identi�cation and control criteria and Section  contains a simulation
example� Finally Section � contains some conclusions�

� Model Based Control Design

Consider a discrete�time system

y�t� � G��q�u�t� � v�t� ���

where u�t�� y�t� and v�t� denote input� output and disturbance respectively� The input�
output dynamics is given by the transfer operator G��q� for which we have a nominal
model G�q�� Since the model G�q� is an incomplete description of the actual system
we introduce the relative model error

�G�q� �
G�q��G��q�

G�q�
���

i�e�
G��q� � G�q��� � �G�q�� �	�

�



Assume now that we design a regulator

u�t� � Cr�q�r�t�� Cy�q�y�t� �
�

using the model G�q� such that the closed loop system is given by

yd�t� � Td�q�r�t� ���

where

Td�q� �
Cr�q�G�q�

� � Cy�q�G�q�
��

is the designed closed loop transfer operator and r�t� is the reference signal� When the
regulator is applied to the actual system the output becomes

y�t� � T��q�r�t� � S��q�v�t� ���

where

T��q� �
Cr�q�G��q�

� � Cy�q�G��q�
���

is the actual closed loop transfer operator and where

S��q� �
�

� � Cy�q�G��q�
���

is the actual sensitivity function� The main question is now how well the designed
regulator performs when it is applied to the real system� We will answer this question
by considering the signal

�y�t� � y�t�� yd�t� � �T��q�� Td�q��r�t� � S��q�v�t� ����

which� via some straightforward calculations� gives

�y�t� � S��q��G�q�Td�q�r�t� � S��q�v�t� ����

By then neglecting the disturbance v we obtain

�y � S��GTdr ����

or equivalently

�y �
Sd�G

� �Qd�G
Tdr ��	�

where

Sd �
�

� � CyG
��
�

is the designed sensitivity function and where

Qd �
CyG

� � CyG
����

	



is the designed complementary sensitivity function� We have here also for convenience
omitted the arguments�

Equation ���� can now be viewed in� at least� two di�erent ways� First� when G
and �G are �xed the problem of minimizing �y is a pure control design problem� On
the other hand� when G is free the minimization of �y becomes a combined modeling
and control problem� To emphasize this we will let the model and the regulator be
parameterized by the parameter vector �� The regulator transfer operators Cr and Cy

depend on � indirectly since the regulator coe�cients typically are calculated from �
via some design step� We can then rewrite �y as

�y��� �
�

�� � Cy���G��
�G����G��Cr���

�

�� � Cy���G����
� r ���

which shows that �y��� depends on the model � in a fairly complicated way� The
minimization of �y can then be expressed as

min
�

J��� ����

where
J��� � E��y����� ����

Using Parsevals relationship the criterion is expressed in the frequency domain as

J��� �
Z
j G� �G��� j�j �

� � Cy���G�

j�j Cr��� j�j �

� � Cy���G���
j� �rd� ����

where �r is the spectrum of the reference signal� Minimizing J��� represents the
ultimate goal in modeling for control design� and below we will discuss how the concept
of optimal input design discussed in �
� and ��� and some of the proposed iterative
schemes can be seen as approximate ways to minimize J���� Before that we shall
however recall some background facts concerning system identi�cation�

� System Identi�cation

Adopting the framework of �
� the starting point is a parametrized model structure

y�t� � G���u�t� �H���e�t� ����

where e�t� is a zero mean white noise� The corresponding one�step�ahead predictor is

�y�t j t� �� � H�����G���u�t� � ���H������y�t� ����

Equations ��� and ���� then yield the prediction error

��t� � y�t�� �y�tjt� �� � H�������G� �G����u�t� � v�t�� ����






Let us then consider minimizing the criterion

V ��� � E���F �t�� ��	�

where
�F �t� � L��t� ��
�

and where L is a stable �lter� Using Parsevals relationship we can express the criterion

V ��� �
Z
�j G� �G��� j� �u � �v� j L

H���
j� d� ����

When the identi�cation is carried out in closed loop the input signal is given by

u�t� �
�

� � CyG�

�Crr�t�� Cyy�t�� ���

where r�t� is the reference signal� Assuming that r�t� and v�t� are uncorrelated the
input spectrum becomes

�u �
�

j � � CyG� j� �j Cr j� �r� j Cy j� �v� ����

Inserting ���� into the expression for V ��� yields

V ��� �
Z
�
j G� �G��� j�
j � � CyG� j� j Cr j� �r �

j � � CyG��� j�
j � � CyG� j� �v� j L

H���
j� d� ����

Let us now assume that the noise model is H��� � �� and that the disturbance term v
can be neglected in the prediction error� The criterion V ��� then becomes

V ��� �
Z
j G� �G��� j�j �

� � CyG�

j�j Cr j�j L j� �rd� ����

Comparing the expression for V ��� and J���� equations ���� and ���� respectively� we
see that they very much resemble each other� but also that there are some important
di�erences� First� the model G��� is found in several positions in the criterion J���
while it only shows up in the factor G� � G��� in the criterion V ���� Second� the
sensitivity function of the designed loop in J��� is replaced by the user chosen pre�lter
L in the expression for V ���� We shall in the next sections discuss the e�ects of these
di�erences� and brie�y discuss some methods that have been proposed to cope with
them�

� Optimal Input Design

One method for matching the control and identi�cation criteria is to use the ideas of
optimal input design proposed in �
� and further discussed in ���� In optimal input

�



design the aim is to select an input spectrum for an identi�cation experiment such
that the resulting model gives optimal performance in the intended application� Here
the focus is on identi�cation for control design and more precisely the problem is to�
using the model

y�t� � Gu�t� �He�t� �	��

design a regulator such that the closed loop system becomes

y�t� � Tdr�t� � e�t� �	��

where Td is the desired closed loop transfer operator� This is obtained by using a
regulator de�ned by

Cr �
TdH

G
Cy �

H � �
G

�	��

and this yields the sensitivity function

Sd �
�

H
�		�

The problem posed in �
� is how the input spectrum �u should be chosen when iden�
tifying the model G of the real system G� such that the error between the resulting
output and the ideal output is minimized when the model is used for control design�
In �
� it is then shown that the input spectrum and noise model should be chosen such
that

�u

j H
�
j� �

j Td j�
j G� j� j S� j

� �r �	
�

where S� denotes the sensitivity function obtained for the true system� i�e�

S� �
�

� � C�
yG�

�
�

H�

�	��

where

C�

y �
H� � �
G�

�	�

Furthermore H
�
denotes a �xed noise model� which we also can view as a pre�lter�

Using a �xed noise model the criterion in equation ���� becomes

V ��� �
Z
j G� �G��� j� �u

j H
�
j�d� �	��

where also we have put L � �� The second term in the original V ���� equation �����
does not play any role in the minimization when a �xed noise model is used� Inserting
equation �	
� yields

V ��� �
Z
j G� �G��� j� j Td j

�

j G� j� j S� j
� �rd� �	��





or equivalently

V ��� �
Z
j G� �G��� j�j C�

r j�j
�

� � C�
yG�

j� �

j H� j��rd� �	��

where

C�

r �
TdH�

G�

�
��

This means that the optimal input can be generated in closed loop using the regulator
de�ned by the true system� and using H� as the �xed noise model� or equivalently
taking H

�
� � and using the pre�lter

L �
�

H�

�
��

i�e� the true sensitivity function� Returning to the original criterion J��� this corre�
sponds to replacing G��� by G� in all places except for the factor G� �G���� It has to
be noted that the result in �
� was derived using a �rst order Taylor expansion which
implies that the result is valid only for small model errors�

� Iterative Methods

��� Introduction

An alternative approach for trying to match the control and identi�cation criteria is to
replace G��� in the control criteria with some previous estimate in all positions except
in the factor G� � G���� This means that the regulator acting in the feedback loop
also is based on this estimate� If we let the current estimate be denoted �k we can
formulate the minimization problem as

min
�

Jk��� �
��

where

Jk��� �
Z
j G� �G��� j�j �

� � Cy��k�G�

j�j Cr��k� j�j �

� � Cy��k�G��k�
j� �rd� �
	�

This is now exactly the criterion that is minimized when we carry out closed loop
identi�cation using a regulator based on the model �k and using the nominal sensitivity
function as pre�lter� i�e�

L �
�

� � Cy��k�G��k�
�

�

�



The idea is then that the new model �k�� from the minimization of J��k� �identi�cation�
will result in a new model �k�� which is used to compute the next regulator� which will
be used in a new closed loop identi�cation experiment� etc�

The idea of iterative closed loop identi�cation and regulator design has been proposed
and discussed by several authors for di�erent regulator design methods and di�erent
model structures� In ��� regulator design using pole placement is applied to models
of ARX and ARMAX structure� while in �	� the LQG design method is used together
with models of output error structure� Further approaches are given in �� and ���� We
shall in this paper concentrate on the pole placement and LQG methods� and we start
by taking a look at the pole placement method�

��� Pole Placement Control

Consider the ARMAX model

Ay�t� � q�kBu�t� � Ce�t� �
��

i�e�

G �
q�kB

A
H �

C

A
�
�

and the regulator

u�t� �
T r�t�� Sy�t�

R �
��

i�e�

Cr �
T
R Cy �

S
R �
��

where R�S and T are polynomials� The regulator polynomials are designed such that
the closed loop system gets desired poles� which means that

PCPO � AR � q�kBS �
��

where PC determines the closed loop poles and PO is the observer polynomial� The
sensitivity function then becomes

Sd �
AR
PCPO

����

In ��� it is proposed that� when an ARX�model is estimated �equation error estimation��
data should be pre�ltered using

L �
R

PCPO
����

�



This pre�lter is the nominal sensitivity function except for the polynomial A� However�
identifying an ARX�model includes estimating a noise model

H��� �
�

A���
����

so the weighting in the identi�cation criterion becomes

LH����� �
A���R
PCPO

��	�

which can be seen as a sensitivity function consisting of nominal and estimated quan�
tities� This �ltering strategy will be tested in a simulation example later in the report�

The same arguments can be applied when an ARMAX�model is estimated� and the
estimated C�polynomial is used as observer polynomial� In ��� it is proposed to use

L �
R
PC

��
�

and with the estimated noise model

H��� �
C���

A���
����

this gives the weighting

LH����� �
A���R
C���PO

���

which also can be considered as a sensitivity function containing nominal and estimated
quantities�

��� LQG Control

The derivation of the data �lter in the LQG case presented in �	� is also based on a
comparison of two control loops� Letting y and u denote the output and control signals
when the system G� is controlled by some �xed regulator we have

y�t� �
CrG�

� � CyG�

r�t� �
�

� � CyG�

v�t� ����

and

u�t� �
Cr

� � CyG�

r�t�� Cy

� � CyG�

v�t� ����

�



By furthermore letting yd�t� and ud�t� denote the output when the modelG is controlled
by the same regulator in a noise free loop we have

yd�t� �
CrG

� � CyG
r�t� ����

and

ud�t� �
Cr

� � CyG
r�t� ���

The aim is then to minimize

JN �
�

N

NX
t��

�y�t�� yd�t��
� � ��u�t�� ud�t��

� ���

When N tends to in�nity the criterion can be expressed

J �
Z � j G� �G��� j� �� � � j Cy j��

j � � CyG� j�j � � CyG j� j Cr j� �r �
�� � � j Cy j��
j � � CyG� j� �v

�
d� ���

or

J �
Z � j G� �G��� j�

j � � CyG� j� j Cr j� �r �
j � � CyG j�
j � � CyG� j��v

�
�� � � j Cy j��
j � � CyG j� d� �	�

Comparing this integral with the prediction error criterion V ���� equation ����� implies
that the identi�cation should be done in closed loop using the pre�lter

L �
M

� � CyG
�
�

where M satis�es
jM j�� �� � � j Cy j�� ���

Since the pre�lter here contains the model to be estimated it is replaced by the current
estimate� Apart from the factor M the pre�lter then becomes the nominal sensitivity
function�

� Simulation Example

We shall now illustrate and evaluate some of the proposed methods for matching the
control and identi�cation criteria using a simulation example� In the design of a test
example there are several things that have to be chosen� We have to specify the �true
system�� the structure and order of the model� the control design method� the closed
loop speci�cations and the character of the signals involved� In the example we shall
study the third order system

Y �s� �
�

�s � ��
� ���

�s� � 	�s� ����
U�s� ��

��



which� when it is sampled using sampling interval T � ���
� has the discrete�time
transfer operator

G� �
q�������	 � ������q�� � ������q���

��� ����
�q�� � ��	��
q�� � �����
q��� ���

The system will be identi�ed using ARX� and OE�models of �rst and second order�
and the control design will be done using the pole placement method� The closed
loop system will be speci�ed by a desired bandwidth �B as follows� For a �rst order
continuous time system

G�s� �
a

s� a
���

we have �B � a� A pole for the continuous time system in a corresponds to a pole for
the discrete time system in e�Ta� where T is the sampling interval� This will not give
exactly the correct bandwidth for the discrete time system for values of �B close to
the Nyquist frequency� but a reasonable approximation in the frequency range we will
consider�

For the second order model there will be two closed loop poles to place and we will for
simplicity choose two real poles� The continuous time system

G�s� �
a�

�s� a��
���

has bandwidth

�B � a
qp

�� � ����

and we will hence place the �continuous time� closed loop poles in

s � ��B�
qp

�� � ����

The observer pole is placed in �B�

The reference signal is in all experiments chosen as white noise with unit variance
�ltered through a second order Butterworth low pass �lter with bandwidth �B� The
input and output data sequences contain 	���� data each�

As mentioned we will identify models using both ARX� and output error model struc�
tures� Apart from the di�erence in the computation of the estimate the two model
structures will have two main di�erences� First� computing the ARX model involves
the estimation of a disturbance model� which will a�ect the frequency domain �t of the
model� while the OE structure does not include any disturbance model� Second� since
the predictor for an output error model is the transfer function from input to output
this always has to be stable� This is means that the OE function always produces
stable models� while the ARX function can deliver unstable models� This subject will
be further discussed below�

��



��� First Order Model

����� Total Minimization

Since we deal with a simulation experiment where we know the true system it is in fact
possible to minimize the control criterion J��� and to actually obtain the model that
gives the optimal control performance� This problem can be expressed as

min
�

E��y����� ����

where
�y��� � �Td � T�����r ��	�

is the di�erence between the designed and achieved output� and r has some speci�ed
character� In this �rst order case Td will be the same for all models so we can consider
this as independent of �� Furthermore the �rst order model implies

R � � S � s� T � t� ��
�

and hence

T���� �
t����G�

� � s����G�

����

The minimizing � and the resulting loss function depends on the speci�cations of the
closed loop system� and we will carry out the minimization for di�erent values of the
desired closed loop bandwidth� The minimization is carried out using the MATLAB
function fminu� and the results are given in Table � below� These values can now be
used for comparison when we evaluate some di�erent �ltering strategies� It can also
be noted that the minimizing model for �B larger than 
 is unstable�

����� Identi�cation Using Optimal Input

Another possibility in a simulated experiment is to evaluate the optimal input design�
The results for the optimal input design in �
� were derived for a slightly di�erent
formulation of the pole placement problem� but we will apply the interpretation of
this result to our problem� The interpretation was that in optimal input design the
model G in the criterion J��� was replaced by the true system� This idea can of
course also be applied here� and results in a closed loop experiment with the regulator
calculated for the true transfer function and the true sensitivity function acting as
pre�lter� The results are given in Table � below�In the table we see that this method
for low bandwidths gives only slightly higher value of J � For larger �B
 the criterion
starts to increase and for bandwidths larger than � the closed loop system becomes
unstable� The reason is that the optimal input design� derived using the assumption
that the model errors are small� in this case emphasizes a �t at high frequencies�

��



�B Total minimization Optimal input
� ��
 � ���� ��� � ����
� ��� � ���� ��� � ����
	 ��� � ���� �

 ��	 � ���� 	�	 � ����
� 
�� � ���� ��� � ����
 ��� � ���� �
� ��
 � ���� �
� ��� � ���� �
� 	�� � ���� �
�� 
�� � ���� �

Table �� Loss function in total minimization and identi�cation using optimal input

����� Iterative Design

The test of the iterative design schemes starts by identifying a model from open loop
data� The model is then used in the design of a pole placement regulator which is
used for collecting a new set of data from the system� now acting in closed loop� This
procedure is repeated ten times and the value of the criterion after the tenth iteration
is used for the comparison�

The iterative design method is tested in three di�erent version for each model structure�
First� the input output data collected from the closed loop system are used directly
without any extra processing� Second� the input and output signals are �ltered through
a �fth order Butterworth low pass �lter with bandwidth equal to the closed loop band�
width� The idea behind this �ltering is to keep the �t of the low order to the higher
order system in the low frequency range� Third� data are �ltered using the nominal
sensitivity function using the current regulator and the model from the previous iden�
ti�cation experiment� When we use OE�models this means that data before computing
the model �k are �ltered through the �lter

L�q� �
�

� � Cy��k���G��k���
���

For ARX�models the �lter is given by

L�q� �
R��k���
PCPO

����

as discussed above�

The results from the simulations are summarized in Tables � and 	 below� Using these
results the following observations can be made�

�	



� The OE�model allows larger bandwidths than the ARX�model� This is related
to the fact that OE�models has to be stable� and this will be further discussed
below�

� For ARX�models low pass �ltering allows larger bandwidth than the other two
alternatives� Since a �rst order model gives a poor model of a third order system
at high frequencies the low pass �ltering is bene�cial since it keeps the �t at low
frequencies�

�B No �ltering Low pass �lter Sensitivity function
� �� � ���� ��� � ���� ��	 � ����
� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��	 � ����
	 ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��� � ����

 	�
 � ���� ��
 � ���� �� � ����
� ��� � ���� ��	 � ���� �� � ����
 � ��� � ���� ��� � ����
� � ��� � ���� �
� � 
�� � ���� �
� � � �
�� � � �

Table �� Loss function for iterative design using �rst order ARX�model

�B No �ltering Low pass �lter Sensitivity function
� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��
 � ����
� ��	 � ���� �� � ���� �� � ����
	 ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��� � ����

 	�� � ���� ��� � ���� �� � ����
� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��� � ����
 ��� � ���� ��
 � ���� ��� � ����
� ��
 � ���� ��� � ���� ��� � ����
� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��� � ����
� ��
 � ���� ��
 � ���� ��� � ����
�� ��� � ���� �� � ���� ��� � ����

Table 	� Loss function for iterative design using �rst order OE�model

�




����� Unstable Models

As was seen in the simulations there can be a signi�cant di�erence between the results
using ARX� and OE�models due to the stability properties of the identi�ed model� The
system is identi�ed using a �rst order model

G��� �
bq��

� � aq��
����

and using the �rst order model we compute a pole placement regulator that gives the
closed loop system

Td �
�� � 	�q��

� � 	q��
����

For the �rst order this is obtained by the controller

u�t� � t�r�t�� s�y�t� ����

where

s� �
	� a

b
t� �

� � 	

b
����

Consider now the third order system G� presented above� Assume that the input to
the system is a pure sinusoid with angular frequency �� and that we identify a �rst
order model

G��� �
bq��

� � aq��
����

from the sinusoidal input output data� Furthermore assume that we repeat this ex�
periment for a number of frequencies between zero and the Nyquist frequency� The
results of this experiment are then given in Figures � and � below� which show the
estimated a� and b�parameter from the ARX� and OE�model respectively� As can be
seen in the �gure the a�parameter always has magnitude less than one� while the same
parameter in the ARX�case for some frequencies attains very large values� Looking at
the b�parameter we see that these too attains large values at some frequencies�

The reason for this behavior is of course the �t of a low order model to a higher order
system� When the input is a pure sinusoid we try to �t the model exactly to the true
system at that particular frequency� In some frequency ranges such a �t requires the
model to be unstable� The most critical case is when the phase of G� is ������ For this
particular example this happens at around �� rad�s� The behavior of the parameters
is explained by by just computing the gain and phase of the �rst order system� This
gives

argG�ei�� � arg b� arctan sin�

a� cos�
��	�

and

j G�ei�� j� j b jp
� � a� � �a cos�

��
�

��
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Figure �� a�parameter as function of frequency� Solid ARX�model� Dashed OE�model
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Figure �� b�parameter as function of frequency� Solid ARX�model� Dashed OE�model

In the �rst expression we see that the only way of obtaining phase equal to ����� is
to let a tend to in�nity� However� to obtain the right gain b must then also tend to
in�nity�

Let us then consider to consequences of stable and unstable models for the control
design� Recall the expression for the feedback gain

s� �
	� a

b
����

When the model �t is pushed to higher frequencies we obtain di�erent properties of
s� depending on the model structure� For the OE�structure the b�parameter starts
growing while a remains between �� and �� Hence s� will decrease when we approach
the frequency where the true system has phase ������ For the ARX�structure the

�



feedback gain will behave like

s� �
�a
b

���

a and b will then tend to in�nity in a way such that s� tend to the inverse of the gain
of G�� i�e the closed loop system tends to the boundary of the stability region� From
this viewpoint the OE�model is to be preferred�

��� Second order model

����� Total minimization and identi�cation using optimal input

We now increase the model order and carry out experiments similar to those above
for second order models of ARX and OE structure� To start with we do the direct
minimization experiment and identi�cation using optimal input� The results from
these simulations are summarized in Table 
 below� Using a second order model the
results from identi�cation using optimal input are very close to those from the direct
minimization� The explanation is that� using a second order model� the model error is
small� such that the optimal input design are applicable�

�B Total minimization Optimal input
� 
�� � ���	 
�� � ���	
� 	�� � ���
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Table 
� Loss function in total minimization and identi�cation using optimal input

����� Iterative Design

The results from the iterative design procedure using second order models are presented
in Tables � and � The observations can be summarized as follows�

��



� The closed loop system is stable for all bandwidths�

� Filtering using the sensitivity function gives the best performance in almost all
cases�

�B No �ltering Low pass �lter Sensitivity function
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Table �� Loss function for iterative design using second order ARX�model
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Table � Loss function for iterative design using second order OE�model

��� Second order model� �fth order system

Finally we apply the iterative methods with second order models to a system of �fth
order� simply obtained by appending two more time constants to the third order system

��



used previously� The continuous system is now given by

Y �s� �
�

�s� ��
� ���

�s� � 	�s� ����
� �

�s� ��

��

�s� ���
U�s� ����

The results from simulations of the iterative design schemes are given in Tables � and
�� Similar to what was found for �rst order models we see that when the modeling error
is large the low pass �ltering allows higher bandwidths than the sensitivity function
�ltering� since the model �t is kept in the low frequency range�

�B No �ltering Low pass �lter Sensitivity function
� 
�� � ���� ��� � ���� 	�� � ����
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Table �� Loss function for iterative design using second order OE�model
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Table �� Loss function for iterative design using second order ARX�model

� Conclusions

We have in this report carried out some comparative experiments of methods that aim
at matching the control and identi�cation criteria� We have illustrated how the ideas
of optimal input design and iterative design can be seen as di�erent approximation in
order to match these criteria� The methods have also been tested experimentally in
simulations and the conclusions from these are that both identi�cation using optimal
input design and iterative design with data pre�ltering using the nominal sensitivity
function perform well when the model errors are small� For larger model errors better
performance can be obtained by just low pass �ltering of data before identi�cation in
the iterative schemes�
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